
SOLAR ECLIPSE ACTIVITY:
COMPARING MEASUREMENTS DURING CHANGING LIGHT LEVELS

WHAT IS A SOLAR ECLIPSE?

HOW IS TEMPERATURE AFFECTED?

HOW ARE PLANTS AFFECTED?

WHAT IS STELLA?

STELLA (Science and Technology Education for Land/Life Assessment) is an instrument that sup-
ports science education and outreach by providing learners of all ages a hands-on experience with 
remote sensing technology. STELLA records measurements of reflected light and temperature. It 
functions as a spectrometer to measure the intensity of light reflected from surfaces, such as plant 
cover, across a range of wavelengths.



OVERVIEW

This activity will use a STELLA instrument to assess how changing light levels during a solar eclipse 
affect spectral responses and temperature. By using the continuous data collection mode, spectral 
and thermal measurements can be collected before, during, and after the solar eclipse. The data can 
then be viewed in the STELLA Data Viewer or a spreadsheet software to determine when and where 
changes occurred.

LIST OF MATERIALS

• STELLA instrument

• Micro SD card and micro SD card reader

• Tripod or wooden dowel

• Computer with spreadsheet application

STEP 1: RECORD YOUR LOCATION

Go to https://timeanddate.com/eclipse and enter 
in your city or place to find out when the solar 
eclipse will begin in your location. Record the 
following information.

Date: _____________________________________

Global Event: ______________________________

Local Type: ________________________________

Begins: ___________________________________

Maximum: ________________________________

Ends: _____________________________________

Duration: _________________________________

STEP 2: IDENTIFY A SAMPLE AREA

When selecting an area to sample, choose a 
plant cover or surface that does not have a lot 
of variability or heterogeneity. Examples include 
crops, grasses, trees, shrubs, or pavement 
(sidewalks or driveways).

STEP 3: SET UP STELLA

Based on the times in the first step, set up 
your STELLA instrument on a tripod prior to 
the start of the solar eclipse. Set it up so it is 
approximately one meter away from the sample 
surface and make sure that you or the equipment 
will not cast a shadow on the surface. If you do 
not have a tripod, you can hold the instrument 
or use a wooden dowel and record data for a 
shorter period of time.

STEP 4: TAKE SOME PHOTOGRAPHS

Take a few photographs of your sample area and
document the vegetation type or surface. Make 
any other observations about the site, such as 
the health of the plants.

STEP 5: COLLECT DATA

STELLA spectrometers collect data in three 
different modes. The Single Point Mode (Yellow 
Dot) records a single data point. The Continuous 
Mode (Blue Dot) collects data continuously at 
one-second intervals. The Sample and Average 
Mode (Green Dot) takes a series of points and 
calculates the average. For this activity, you will 
collect data using the Continuous Mode because 
the goal is to see how spectral and thermal 
measurements change during the solar eclipse. 
Select the Continuous Mode by pressing the blue 
dot on the screen. Data points will start being 
collected and a red dot in the middle of the blue 
dot will appear. The red light on the bottom of 
the instrument will also flash each time a data 
point is collected.



STEP 6: DOWNLOAD DATA

Remove the micro SD card from the back of the
STELLA instrument and copy the data to a 
computer using a card reader. The data are 
collected and stored in a CSV (comma-separated 
values) file that can be opened in a spreadsheet 
application or displayed in the STELLA Data 
Viewer.

STEP 7: VIEW DATA

To view the data, open the CSV file in a 
spreadsheet application, such as Microsoft 
Excel or Google Sheets. To evaluate the changes 
in spectral and thermal responses during 
different light levels, you will want to graph the 
data against the timestamp field noted in the 
CSV file. You will want to create two graphs, 
one displaying the visible and infrared spectral 
data and one displaying the air and surface 
temperature data.
• Select the data range you want to plot, 

including the time in one column and the 
corresponding data in the adjacent columns.

• Go to the Insert tab and select the Line chart 
type from the dropdown menu.

• Using the Chart Design and Format tabs, you 
can customize the chart by adding labels, 
titles, and colors.

STELLA Screen
STELLA instruments record data in Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC), a world time standard 
whichd oes not have timezone offsets. The 
format for the timestamp in the CSV file is 
noted by a 16 digit code that represents the 
date and time. For example, a timestamp of 
20230728T174449Z is July 28, 2023 at
17:44:49 UTC (or 5:44:49 PM UTC).

Temperature Graph



STEP 8: ANALYZE DATA

Based on the graphs you created, what changes occurred during the solar eclipse? Record your 
observations and answer the following questions.

Were there notable changes in the spectral responses during changing light levels? If so, what 
changes did you observe?

If your sample area was vegetation, what changes do you see in the infrared wavelength compared to 
other wavelengths?

How many degrees did the temperature drop during the solar eclipse?

Do you think that locations experiencing full annularity or totality have greater temperature variations 
than those that only experience a partial solar eclipse?

Aside from the shadow of the moon, what other variables might affect the air temperature during
this time?



SOLAR ECLIPSE SAFETY

When watching a solar eclipse, never look directly at the sun without safe solar eclipse viewing 
glasses. Never look at the sun through sunglasses, a camera, a telescope, or binoculars. Safe solar 
eclipse glasses should comply with the ISO 12312-2 standard. If you do not have safe solar eclipse 
viewing glasses, you can use an indirect viewing method, such as a pinhole projector or sun funnel.

How to Make a Pinhole Camera:
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/project/how-tomake-
a-pinhole-camera/

Make a Sun Funnel:
https://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/make-sun-funnel

RESOURCES

NASA GLOBE Solar Eclipse Journal
https://science.nasa.gov/learn/heat/resource/globe-solar-eclipse-journal-student-sheet/

NASA GLOBE Educator One-Week Pacing Guide
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/resources/3025/globe-educator-one-week-pacing-guideexperiencing-
a-solar-eclipse/

How does a Solar Eclipse Affect Air Temperature?
https://mynasadata.larc.nasa.gov/minilessonactivity/how-does-solar-eclipse-affect-airtemperature

NASA Solar Eclipse Resources
https://science.nasa.gov/eclipses/resources/


